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While  evolving  mobile  technologies  bring  millions  of users  closer  to  the vision  of  information  anywhere-
anytime,  device  battery  depletions  still  hamper  the  quality  of  experience  to a  great  extent.  The  energy
consumption  of  data  transmission  is highly  dependent  on  the  trafﬁc  pattern,  and  we  argue  that  design-
ing  energy  efﬁcient  data  transmissions  starts  by  energy  awareness.  Our  work  proposes  EnergyBox,  a
parametrised  tool  that facilitates  accurate  and  repeatable  energy  consumption  studies  for  3G  and  WiFi
transmissions  at  the  user  end using real trafﬁc  data.
The  tool  takes  as  input  the parameters  of  a network  operator  and  the  power  draw  for a  given  mobile
device  in the  3G  and  WiFi  transmission  states.  It outputs  an  estimate  of  the  consumed  energy  for  a
given  packet  trace,  either  synthetic  or captured  in a device  using  real  applications.  Using  nine  different
applications  with  different  data  patterns  the  versatility  and  accuracy  of the tool  was  evaluated.  The
evaluation  was carried  out  for a modern  and  popular  smartphone  in  the WiFi  setting,  a speciﬁc  mobile
broadband  module  for the  3G  setting,  and  within  the  operating  environment  of a major  mobile  operator
in  Sweden.  A  comparison  with  real power  traces  indicates  that EnergyBox  is a valuable  tool  for  repeatable
and  convenient  studies.  It exhibits  an accuracy  of  94–99%  for 3G,  and  95–99%  for WiFi given the  studied
applications’  traces.Next  the  tool  was  deployed  in  a use  case  where  a location  sharing  application  was  ran  on top  of  two
alternative  application  layer  protocols  (HTTP  and  MQTT)  and  with  two different  data  exchange  formats
(JSON  and  Base64).  The  illustrative  use  case  helped  to identify  the appropriateness  of the pull  and  push
strategies  in  sharing  location  data,  and  the beneﬁt  of  EnergyBox  in  characterising  where  the  breaking
point  lies  for preferring  one  or the  other  protocol,  under  which  network  load,  or exchange  data  format.
© 2014  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  Inc.  This  is an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND. Introduction
Wireless interfaces account for a great portion of energy con-
umption in mobile devices [1,2]. While some studies employ bulk
ata transfer to measure energy consumption [3], they do not mea-
ure the impact of the real data patterns on the battery discharge.
eal data transmission patterns depend on the application opera-
ion, which is in turn inﬂuenced by application design choices and
he user–device interaction [4,5]. It has been shown that this pat-
ern drastically inﬂuences the average energy per bit [6,7]. Besides,
ost current applications are completely oblivious to how their
ata transmissions impact the energy consumption of the device.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +46 702 282412.
E-mail addresses: ekhiotz.vergara@liu.se (E.J. Vergara),
imin.nadjm-tehrani@liu.se (S. Nadjm-Tehrani),
ihails.prihodko@gmail.se (M.  Prihodko).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.suscom.2014.03.008
210-5379/© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article unlicense  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
In this paper we  argue that reducing the energy consumption
of wireless transmissions begins by being aware of the energy con-
sumption characteristics of different technologies. Since physical
energy measurement studies are laborious and time-consuming,
solutions are usually tested with synthetic data traces, and little
variation of factors such as network settings, and hardware depend-
ence. As a complement to physical measurements, we  believe that
a modular approach to carrying out ﬂexible and efﬁcient energy
studies, that isolates the transmission energy is essential.
This paper presents EnergyBox, a tool that enables accurate
studies of data transmission energy consumption at the user end,
using real trafﬁc traces as input. It focuses on the most widespread
wireless technologies (3G and WiFi) and emulates application data
transmission energy footprint at the user device. EnergyBox simu-
lates the underlying states of operation in the wireless interfaces.
The hardware dependence is overcome by using parametrised
device speciﬁc power levels. For a given data trace, EnergyBox auto-
matically outputs the operation states over time, so that when
der the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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cFig. 1. Overview 
ombined with device speciﬁc power levels energy consumption
an be estimated. The general idea of EnergyBox is shown in
ig. 1.
The data traces can be directly captured on different devices
r synthetically created in order to study the impact of different
ransmission patterns under different conﬁgurations for the given
ireless technologies. EnergyBox assists researchers and applica-
ion developers to immediately estimate energy consumption of
ata transmissions for a diverse range of test cases. The scenario is
et up using different data traces, device power levels and network
ettings.
The tool accepts the operator-conﬁgured parameters at the
adio layer, such as inactivity timers, the data buffer thresholds and
 low activity mechanism used for state transition decisions in 3G
ommunication. For WiFi, it incorporates the adaptive power save
ode commonly used as the power saving mechanism in the latest
eneration devices.
Using nine different applications with different data patterns
he versatility and accuracy of the tool was evaluated. The eval-
ation was carried out for a modern and popular smartphone
n the WiFi setting, a speciﬁc mobile broadband module for the
G setting, and within the operating environment of a major
obile operator in Sweden. A comparison with real power traces
ndicates that EnergyBox is a valuable tool for repeatable and con-
enient studies. It exhibits an accuracy of 94–99% for 3G, and
5–99% for WiFi compared against physical measurements (which
ill be described in Section 3.1) given the studied applications’
races.
EnergyBox1 has already been used in a research environment
o facilitate energy consumption studies complementing physical
easurements [8]. In this paper, the convenience of using Ener-
yBox as a simulation tool is shown in a use case in the area of
ocation sharing services in Section 7. The design choices in devel-
ping an illustrative application are compared in terms of their
nsuing transmission energy footprint. More speciﬁcally, a push-
ased and a pull-based approach are compared for sharing friends’
ocations. Two protocols, Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
MQTT) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) are used within the
pplication, and the energy-efﬁcient operating range for each one is
hown. Moreover, a couple of data encoding formats are contrasted
n the context of one such protocol, a verbose one and a compact
ncoding.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents
he related works, followed by Section 3, which provides the back-
round on energy consumption for 3G and WiFi and the physical
etup used for measurements. The design of EnergyBox is presented
n Section 4. The evaluation methodology and the results are pre-
ented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 describes the use
ase in the area of location sharing services, and Section 8 covers
oncluding remarks and future work.
1 http://www.ida.liu.se/labs/rtslab/energy-efﬁcient-networking/.rgyBox function.
2. Related works
An early description of EnergyBox with no systematic applica-
tions of it as a tool was reported in a recent conference [9] and a brief
account of the location based application was presented as a poster
[10]. The current exposition summarises the relevant aspects of the
tool and a thorough analysis in one coherent paper.
In the remainder of this section we categorise the main body of
other related works into four main areas: industrial precision tools
and environments, energy measurement studies, characterisation
of energy consumption of wireless networking at the user end (i.e.,
energy modelling), and earlier work on location based services with
an energy perspective.
2.1. Industrial high precision tools and environments
Several commercial vendors provide hardware and software to
analyse the energy consumption in mobile devices.
Measurement platforms for mobile devices typically inter-
cept battery terminals to measure the power consumption. These
provide aggregated power measurements of network interfaces
and other components (e.g., CPU, screen or sensors). The devices
used to acquire the measurements range from lab bench multi-
meters [11], oscilloscopes [12], DC sources with battery emulation
[13], to USB data acquisition units [14], similar to the tools
employed in our physical measurement setup presented in Sec-
tion 3.1 or in other studies [15,16]. The Monsoon Power Monitor is
a widely used power measurement device in the research commu-
nity [17]. These provide high measurement accuracy, but they limit
the studies to a ﬁxed environment and measure only aggregated
power from all the components of a device.
Advanced testing environments such as the CMW500 from
Rhode and Schwarz [18] are used in production testing of wireless
devices. The CMW500 radio communication tester emulates access
points and settings of the different layers of various networks (e.g.,
GSM or WCDMA) allowing multiple test cases ranging from power
and spectrum measurements to protocol stack analysis. While this
type of high end solution is excellent, their high monetary cost and
the required training makes them a less suitable choice for a regular
mobile application developer.
Vendor-speciﬁc development platforms such as the ones pro-
vided by Qualcomm [19] use dedicated power measurement
circuitry supporting a direct and convenient approach to perform
accurate power measurements. The Trepn Proﬁler tool [20] that
uses their speciﬁc hardware is only available for a particular family
of processors (Snapdragon), and thus the solution is platform-
dependent.
In addition, smart battery interfaces providing current values
are available in some devices. However, these measure the aggre-
gated current draw from all the device components. The Nokia
Energy Proﬁler [21] or the CurrentWidget for Android [22] are
examples of applications exploiting these interfaces. Dong and
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channel and data rate. Their work substitutes the external power
measurements by the battery discharge curve and the current bat-
tery voltage. Since the battery discharge curve also varies from20 E.J. Vergara et al. / Sustainable Computin
hong [23] state that the inaccuracy of the instant battery interface
eading is usually high.
Finally, even though there exist some application testing solu-
ions [24,25] that aim at optimising application performance
mploying usage metrics (e.g., database, CPU and memory), they
ypically lack the energy efﬁciency assessment aspects.
Therefore, as a complement to the above physical measure-
ents and software solutions, we believe that a modular approach
o carrying out ﬂexible and efﬁcient energy studies for isolating the
ransmission energy is essential.
.2. Energy measurement studies
An inﬂuential measurement study by Balasubramanian et al. [3]
ategorises three different energy components in cellular trans-
ission energy: ramp, transfer and tail. Our previous works [6,26]
eﬁne their study by performing physical measurements using a
ellular modem that isolates the data transmission energy.
Qian et al. [27] perform a detailed study of the tail energy over-
ead using data traces retrieved from a network operator and later
7] point out how different applications inefﬁciently utilise the
adio resources due to their data pattern.
Wang and Manner [28] present the energy consumption of data
ransfers for different synthetic packet sizes and transmission inter-
als over WiFi and cellular networks (2G and 3G). Rice and Hay
15] measure the WiFi energy consumption in a variety of smart-
hones. Several works focus on studying the energy consumption
f WiFi based on bulk data transmissions [1,3]. Studies using bulk
ata transmissions do not capture the impact of the adaptive PSM
n energy consumption. Various works [16,29,30] study the differ-
nt adaptive PSM mechanisms in previous generation devices. A
ecent study by Pyles et al. [31] shows the different adaptive PSM
arameters used by different devices.
The main advantage of our validation base is the capability to
erform measurements isolating data transfer energy and thereby
he impact of the trafﬁc pattern. We  use a wide range of applica-
ions to, (a) validate a generic tool that can be used in diverse setups
sing different devices, and (b) using a more detailed study, under-
tand the impact of trafﬁc patterns and data formats on energy
onsumption for one of these application types.
.3. Energy consumption characterisation
Balasubramanian et al. [3] model the energy consumption of 3G
nd WiFi end user devices using linear regression based on their
ulk data download measurements. Their simple model does not
apture the impact of the data pattern on the energy consumption.
nother model by Schwartz et al. [32] uses only the inactivity timers
or modelling energy consumption without validating the model.
liveira et al. [33] use a state-based model for 3G, modelling the RLC
uffer occupancy with a ﬁxed data rate (kbps) without performing
ny validation.
Some works [34–36] analytically model different aspects of the
nergy consumption of 3G. Our approach is applicable to arbitrary
ata traces captured from any real application, whereas named
orks are limited to modelled trafﬁc (e.g., web and streaming).
The radio resource usage application proﬁler for 3G presented
y Qian et al. [7] is the work closest to our EnergyBox for 3G. Their
ocus is on providing the application developer insights and hints
bout how to reduce their energy consumption due to 3G trans-
issions. We  extend their work by including in our 3G state-based
odel a low activity mechanism implemented by some operators,
hereby improving the accuracy of the model. Moreover, EnergyBox
aptures different RRC state machines within a single parametrised
ne. In addition, we include a WiFi model in the estimation tool.rmatics and Systems 4 (2014) 118–135
The work by Harjula et al. [37] creates a device-speciﬁc power
proﬁle for different messaging intervals based on device mea-
surements on a Nokia 95 for a single operator. Their model uses
indicators such as average packet size and signalling frequency that
need to be extracted from the data transmissions. Instead, Energy-
Box directly works on data traces and derives the RRC states of
different networks simulating the RLC buffer thresholds and state
transitions. Our approach is more general and simpliﬁes energy
consumption studies.
Xiao et al. [38] present a detailed power level model for the
802.11g interface. The modelled data pattern based on trafﬁc
burstiness was only validated by simulating TCP download and
upload trafﬁc based on the amount of data transferred. In com-
parison, our adaptive PSM model is validated against a set of real
and representative application traces.
Dong and Zhong [23] propose to automatically self-generate a
system energy model within a device using the smart battery inter-
face. Similarly to energy modelling in desktop computers, their
work employs system statistics and memory usage and comple-
ments them with the battery interface readings. However, smart
battery interfaces that measure electrical current are not available
in most of the current devices.
RILAnalyzer [39] focus on recording the low-level radio infor-
mation (e.g., RRC states) directly from the radio chipset ﬁrmware
without analysing energy. Their tool is available for a single chipset
and requires root privileges in a similar way to the Voodoo RRC
Tool [40], which also provides the RRC states for the same chipset.
EnergyBox accurately emulates the RRC states to obtain the energy
consumption using input trafﬁc traces and provides repeatability
for experiments. However, RILAnalyzer and Voodoo RRC Tool could
be used to obtain the network parameters from different networks
as an input to EnergyBox (parameters).
Several works aim at quantifying the total energy expenditure of
a device considering the wireless interfaces as well as other com-
ponents such as CPU, screen or audio interfaces. A recent study
by Pathak et al. [2] present a system-call-based power modelling
for smartphones, including device dependent 3G and WiFi models.
Considering those system calls that relate to 3G and WiFi trans-
missions, our works pursue similar goals. However, tracing system
calls typically requires modiﬁcations to the operating system (e.g.,
root access), whereas we adopt a generic approach based on packet
captures, which are generally applicable.2
Wilke et al. [41] propose a generic unit testing framework for
proﬁling the energy consumption of applications. Their further
work [42] compares the energy consumption of similar Android
applications to derive energy labels using physical measurements.
Their testing framework would beneﬁt from using EnergyBox as
generic trace-based transmission energy measurement tool for
multiple operators and devices.
The work by Mittal et al. [43] contributes with an AMOLED
display model as well as other component models taken from
the literature to propose an energy simulation tool for Windows
phones. Zhang et al. [44] propose an online energy estimation
and model generator implemented on Android. Hardware compo-
nents are trained to generate device speciﬁc models using system
variables (e.g., LCD brightness level). For 3G, a single operator is
modelled by sending packets based on a previous methodology
[27]. The WiFi model is based on a ﬁnite state machine using
the number of packets sent and received per second, and uplink2 Android phones provide trafﬁc statistics that can be captured every millisecond
and  packet level capture is available without root permission from Android 4.0 on.
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sensing circuit with a shunt resistor (R4 = 0.1 ).  The voltage drop
over the shunt is ampliﬁed using the Phoenix Contacts NI-MCR-SL-
SHUNT-UI-NC3 isolating ampliﬁer (maximum transmission errorE.J. Vergara et al. / Sustainable Computin
attery to battery, their approach requires to characterise the bat-
ery discharge for each battery separately.
All of these works illustrate the importance of measurement and
stimation tools for accurate energy consumption of applications.
ur work contributes with a novel tool for repeatable studies which
s adaptable to multiple devices and multiple operator settings.
.4. Energy consumption of location based services
Kjærgaard [45] describes the trade-off between energy con-
umption and location accuracy by measuring the energy
onsumption of different location based services. The results show
hat location based services can reduce their energy consumption
y relaxing the accuracy requirements. Accuracy is adjusted based
n remaining energy, using alternative sensors (e.g., accelerometer
nd gyros) or performing data caching. The work points out that
he data transfers at each location need to be considered.
EnTracked [46] is a conﬁgurable system that schedules position
pdates when tracking GPS-enabled devices using motion sensor.
he system can be conﬁgured to minimise energy consumption by
uty-cycling system components (e.g., GPS) while maintaining the
eal error below a given application limit. EnLoc [47] selects the
ocalisation source (GPS, cellular or Wi-Fi) to use given the optimal
ocalisation accuracy for a given energy budget. A-Loc [48] trades off
nergy consumption and accuracy, replacing GPS by WiFi and cell-
ower triangulation. Since the accuracy requirement changes based
n the location, the localisation source is dynamically selected
sing probabilistic modelling of the user location to reduce energy
onsumption. SenseLoc [49] is a location service to provide con-
extual information of visited places and path travels instead of
ust collecting location coordinates. It employs a place detection
lgorithm and duty-cycled GPS, WiFi and accelerometer.
Leonhardi and Rothermel [50] provide a taxonomy for tech-
iques to update the position of a mobile based on its previous
osition, such as querying, time-based reporting and combined.
he different techniques are analytically compared in terms of loca-
ion accuracy, uncertainty of the new location information and
essages per second. Their work is extended by employing dead-
eckoning for tracking [51]. Foll et al. [52] study contextual state
e.g., sitting in the ofﬁce) update mechanisms, trade-off between
umber of messages and quality of the context. Producers retrieve
heir context state using different sensors such as GPS, and share
t with consumers employing either time-based or distance-based
pdate criteria combined with a tolerable maximum inconsistency
rror. However, as we describe in Section 3, 3G energy consumption
s not proportional to the amount of data sent.
Deblauwe and Treu [53] identify whether a user is in a pre-
eﬁned zone (e.g., at work) employing cellular positioning as the
rimary location source. Their work improves the Common Base
tation indicator allowing to switch off the GPS most of the time
hen only a relaxed accuracy is required. Zhuang et al. [54] pro-
ose an adaptive location-sensing framework involving alternative
ocation-sensing mechanisms to GPS. It uses less expensive sensors
uch as the accelerometer when the user is static, aggregates the
ocation-sensing requests from applications, and performs adapta-
ion when the remaining energy is low. Paek et al. [55] propose a
ate-adaptive positioning system using GPS duty-cycling based on
he observation that the GPS accuracy decreases in urban areas. It
mploys a combination of the location-time history of the user,
 duty-cycled accelerometer, cellular positioning, and Bluetooth
ommunication, using the GPS only if the uncertainty of the posi-
ion exceeds an accuracy threshold. All of the named works conﬁrm
he prevalence of location based applications and the need to focus
n their energy footprint.
Whereas the above works mostly focus on reducing the energy
onsumption while retrieving the location or context, our workFig. 2. Measurement setup for 3G and WiFi.
covers the location sharing gap, studying the actual cost of sharing
the location using 3G. We  experimentally compare two protocols
used for this purpose.
3. Background
This section provides the necessary background and illustrative
measurements that show the main factors affecting the data trans-
mission energy of 3G and WiFi at the device end. The measurement
setup is described ﬁrst.
3.1. Physical measurement setup
Fig. 2 shows an overview of the measurement setup, which is
also used for validation purposes in Section 5.
The 3G measurements were performed on a power-efﬁcient
mobile broadband module (F3307) provided by Ericsson AB devel-
oped for embedded devices, e.g., pads or tablets. The measurement
setup depicted in Fig. 2 consists of the mobile broadband module
placed on an Ericsson’s Developer Starter Kit (KRY 901214/01). The
kit provides network connectivity via USB to a test computer that
runs Ubuntu 10.10 with the ﬁrewall activated in order to allow only
the desired network connections. The Developer Starter Kit exposes
interfaces to measure the power consumption of the 3G modem,
easily isolating it from the rest of system (e.g., CPU or screen).
The platform can therefore be used instead of the 3G module in
a smartphone in repeatable studies.
The power is obtained by sampling the voltage drop over a
precision shunt resistor (R1 = 0.1 ) built in the Developer Starter
Kit. Finally a low-pass ﬁlter (approximately 16 Hz, R2 = 10 k and
C = 1 F) is employed to avoid any anti-aliasing effects [26] before
sampling the signal using the National Instruments myDAQ data
acquisition unit at 1 kHz. All measurements were performed using
a SIM card from TeliaSonera providing full access to the available
capacity of the Sweden 3G network.
The WiFi measurements were performed removing the battery
of the smartphones under test and intercepting the battery ter-
minals of the smartphone using copper tape. We add a low-side3 http://www.conrad.com/ce/en/product/569243/Isolating-ampliﬁer-MINI-
MCR-SL-SHUNT-UI-NC-2810780-Phoenix-Contact.
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until there is a transition to FACH (1 s in Fig. 4). There is no need toFig. 3. RCC state machine as depicted in Ericsson’s labs [58].
f 0.4% and gain 50). We  isolate the transmission energy from the
est of the system as in earlier works [15].
A dual-channel adjustable DC power supply powers the test
martphone with a ﬁxed voltage (4 V) and the isolation ampliﬁer
24 V). Mobile devices have battery monitoring terminals (e.g., tem-
erature and a communication line), thus we added a R3 (33 k) in
rder to allow the device switch on. The power consumption is sam-
led at 1 kHz and the measurement values were compared against
 digital multimeter (Agilent U1252B) for validation purposes.
Even though we do not consider the leakage of connectors
nd substrate, the accuracy of the evaluation of EnergyBox is not
ffected. The power level measurements that are used as input for
he models are compared against the measurements obtained with
he same physical measurement setup, thus equally treating any
otential inaccuracy.
.2. Energy consumption of 3G
The energy consumption of the user equipment (UE) in third
eneration Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) is
ostly inﬂuenced by the radio resource management performed at
he network operator side by the Radio Network Controller (RNC).
he RNC uses the Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol to con-
rol the lower part of the UMTS Wideband Code Division Multiple
ccess protocol stack, including Radio Link Control (RLC), Medium
ccess Control and the physical layer. The RRC is employed between
he UE and the RNC.
According to the RRC, the UE implements a state machine. Fig. 3
hows the RRC state machine as depicted by one of the major
roviders of telecommunication technology. The states imply dif-
erent performance (response time and data rate) and power
onsumption based on the kind of physical channels that the UE is
sing. The RRC state machine has been fairly unchanged between
he 3GPP Rel. 99 to Rel. 7 (TS 25.331 [56]). The RRC state machine
s also described in the TS 36.331 speciﬁcation [57].
RRC States: There are two basic operational modes: Idle and
onnected. In the connected states, the UE has already established
n RRC connection.
In the Dedicated state, a dedicated physical channel (CELL DCH)
s allocated for the terminal in both uplink and downlink provid-
ng higher data rates. The terminal has access to dedicated uplink
r downlink transport channels, shared transport channels and a
ombination of them. In the Shared state, i.e., Forward Access Chan-
el (CELL FACH), the UE is assigned a default common or sharedFig. 4. Example power proﬁle for 3G and RLC buffer thresholds. The RRC states are
annotated.
transport channel in the uplink4 and monitors the downlink con-
tinuously. The UE can transmit small data packets at lower data
rates. While in CELL DCH and CELL FACH the UE remains connected
to the RNC.
The UE is in the Idle state when there is no network activity.
It is not connected but it still can check if there is any downlink
packet available. Denoted as Standby in Fig. 3, the 3G standard also
describes two optional states where the UE maintains a connection
to the RNC and the energy consumption is similar to Idle state: the
Paging Channel (CELL PCH) and UTRAN Registration Area Paging
Channel (URA PCH). These two states allow the UE to switch faster
to higher states.
In CELL PCH no resources are allocated for data transmission
and the terminal can use Discontinuous Reception (DRX) to check if
there is any downlink packet. DRX reduces the energy consumption
by receiving one paging occasion per DRX cycle.
The latter is similar to CELL PCH but it has some performance
improvements regarding mobility. Note that some operators do not
implement the optional states. In our work, the UE was connected
to an operator that implements the URA PCH state. For the rest of
the document we will refer to the different states as DCH, FACH,
PCH and Idle.
State transitions: State transitions on the UE occur based on
trafﬁc volume and inactivity timers controlled by the RNC. Stati-
cally set inactivity timers control the state transitions DCH–FACH,
FACH–PCH and PCH–Idle, denoted by T1, T2 and T3 in Fig. 3, respec-
tively. For example, when the UE is in the DCH state for T1 seconds
without any or small data transmission, the RNC releases the ded-
icated channel and switches the UE to FACH by means of the RRC
protocol. Some networks implement a low activity mechanism in
DCH to release the transport channel and move to FACH when there
is low trafﬁc [59].
The RRC uses information from the RLC protocol [60] in order
to report the observed trafﬁc volume to the network. For exam-
ple, in FACH, the UE reports to the RNC the observed trafﬁc volume
based on data buffer status. This helps the RNC to re-evaluate the
allocation of resources. The RLC data buffer is used to trigger state
transitions. When the content of the data buffer exceeds a cer-
tain threshold, the corresponding signalling is performed before
switching the state. There are 4 RLC buffer thresholds, 2 uplink
and 2 downlink. These buffers are cleared out when the data is
transmitted.
Fig. 4 shows the power consumption levels of the states expe-
rienced at one location using the operator TeliaSonera in Sweden
when the UE sends a packet burst. The 3G module stays in PCH statesend signalling to the network for transitioning to FACH [59].
4 E.g., the Random Access Channel (RACH).
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Fig. 5. Power levels of adaptive
Given the high amount of data that the UE will send in the exam-
le, it needs to be allocated within DCH. This state transition is
escribed in more detail as an example. The UE sends a Cell update
n RACH to the RNC, which responds with a Cell update conﬁrm in
ACH. Next, the UE sends the UTRAN mobility information conﬁrm
essage and a measurement report. Then the radio link is setup,
nd the RNC sends a Radio bearer reconﬁguration to move the UE
o DCH. The necessary signalling for the state transition takes more
han 1 s (from 1 s in Fig. 4), and it has some extra energy cost for
xchanging the messages.
Once the UE is on DCH the data is downloaded. The transition to
ACH occurs when all dedicated channels have been released (7 s
n Fig. 4). The power consumption in the DCH state is around 1.3 W,
igher than the FACH state (around 0.5 W)  and PCH state (0.2 W).
he table in Fig. 4 shows the measured threshold values for the
ifferent state transitions.
It can be noticed that after downloading the data, the UE contin-
es in the DCH state until the inactivity timer T1 has expired causing
n energy consumption overhead. A similar overhead is caused in
ACH due to T2. Inactivity timers create energy overheads known
s energy tails due to the UE remaining in high consuming state
hile not transmitting anything [3,26]. These energy overheads are
hown as shaded areas in Fig. 4 for the DCH and FACH states.
To reduce these energy overheads, the Fast dormancy mecha-
ism introduced in the 3GPP Release 8 allows the UE to indicate the
esire to switch to the lowest power state by sending a Signalling
onnection Release Indication before the inactivity timeout. Thus,
e see that the energy tails and the above mechanisms make the
nergy consumption dependent on the trafﬁc pattern and operator
ettings in a complex way.
In addition to the above, the energy consumed is affected by poor
adio link conditions. Under low received signal strength (RSS) the
ransmission power is higher and the data rate is lower [26]. For
he purpose of this work, we do not fully model the impact of RSS
s described in Section 4.
.3. Energy consumption of WiFi
The transmission energy consumption for WiFi is mostly inﬂu-
nced at the driver level in the WiFi station (the client handset).
he station is in the Constant Awake Mode (CAM) when it has the
ower-saving features disabled experiencing the best performance.
The IEEE 802.11 standard also deﬁnes a Power Save Mode (PSM),
hich allows the stations to switch to low power mode during
redeﬁned periods of time when not transferring any data. The
ccess point (AP) buffers downlink frames for the clients until the
lients wake up periodically (at multiples of the beacon interval).
he clients send a Power Save Poll (PS-Poll) message to the AP
o receive each buffered frame. Recent smartphones implement a
echanism named Adaptive PSM to overcome the overhead and
atency drawback of using this PS-Poll mechanism [61]. The clientInter−packet interval (ms)
for a Sony Ericsson Xperia Arc.
switches between the CAM and PSM modes based on heuristics
(e.g., number of packets, trafﬁc inactivity period or screen on/off).
The client uses the power management ﬁeld in null data frames to
inform the AP about its current mode.
Fig. 5 (left) shows a power trace from an adaptive PSM imple-
mentation in a Sony Ericsson Xperia Arc smartphone (also known
as Sony Ericsson Anzu or Sony Ericsson X12). The station moves
to CAM for sending the trafﬁc, and switches back from CAM to
PSM after a predeﬁned inactivity timeout (ı) without packet trans-
mission. This ı timeout creates an energy tail in a manner similar
to 3G. Repeated measurements have shown ı to be around 220
and 70 ms  for the Samsung Galaxy SII and Sony Ericsson Xperia
Arc, respectively, much shorter than in 3G. Previous generation
devices implement longer ı timeouts (e.g., 1.5 s for HTC Magic)
[16,29,30]. Moreover, some drivers also implement packets per
second thresholds (Up and Down)  that trigger PSM–CAM and
CAM–PSM transitions, respectively [31].
While in the same state, the station consumes more power at
higher data rates. In order to show the impact of data rate on trans-
mission power and ı, we create an uplink data stream varying
inter-packet interval and packet size using the Sony Ericsson Xperia
Arc. Fig. 5 (right) shows that for higher data rate (i.e., short inter-
packet interval), the average power level increases substantially.
When the inter-packet interval is increased to 70 ms,  the station
switches back to PSM since the inter-packet interval is greater
than ı. This drops the average power level. To sum up, the energy
consumption of a WiFi station with adaptive PSM is signiﬁcantly
affected by the data pattern.
4. EnergyBox
EnergyBox is a tool for characterising the data transmission
energy through trace-based iterative packet-driven simulation. The
usage of real data traces means that the estimated energy is realis-
tic, and reﬂects the impact of the real throughput and delay in the
network for that data pattern. EnergyBox also accepts synthetic
data traces as input, creating repeatable tests for a given purpose.
Given a packet trace and conﬁguration parameters, EnergyBox
outputs the device states S(t) over time. The total energy con-
sumption is calculated by associating these states with state-based
power levels for a given device and integrating them over time.
Device-speciﬁc power level values can be obtained through
measurement platforms as the one described in Section 3.1 or ear-
lier data [3,15,26,28,29]. These parametrised power levels abstract
the hardware dependency and allow focusing on an application
footprint on a given device. EnergyBox also takes as input the 3G
network parameters speciﬁed at operator level and the adaptive
PSM mechanism speciﬁed at the station driver for WiFi. In the
following subsections we  describe the detailed design of the two
modes of operation in EnergyBox. The procedure for collection and
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Table  1
Input parameters for EnergyBox 3G and the values used for the evaluation. These parameters correspond to the Ericsson F337 broadband module connected to the TeliaSonera
network at our location from March 2012 to April 2013.
Deﬁnition Value Unit
Inactivity parameters
T1 Inactivity timer that controls the DCH–FACH state transition 4.1 s
T2 Inactivity timer that controls the FACH–Idle/PCH state transition 5.6 s
Td Interval over which the amount of data is monitored in DCH to simulate the low activity mechanism 4 s
Dd Data threshold to compare the amount of data transmitted during Td Dd = Bu1 = 1000 bytes
Buffer parameters
B1 (Bu1 and B
d
1) Buffer threshold that controls the state transition from Idle/PCH to FACH or DCH (uplink and downlink) 1000, 515 bytes
B2 (Bu2 and B
d
2) Buffer threshold used to control the FACH–DCH transition (uplink and downlink) 294, 515 bytes
Te (Tue and T
d
e ) Time to empty the RLC buffers, used to simulate the buffer occupancy C (uplink and downlink) 1.2 · Cu + 10, 30 ms
Transition duration
TIdle/PCH–FACH State transition time that accounts for the signalling between the Idle/PCH and FACH states 0.43 s
TIdle/PCH–DCH State transition time that accounts for the signalling between the Idle/PCH and DCH states 1.7 s
TFACH–DCH State transition time that accounts for the signalling between the FACH and DCH states 0.65 s
TDCH–FACH State transition time that accounts for the signalling between the DCH and FACH states 0.7 s
TFACH–Idle/PCH State transition time that accounts for the signalling between the FACH and Idle/PCH states 0.3 s
Power parameters
PIdle/PCH Average power in the Idle/PCH state 0.2 W
PFACH Average power in the FACH state 0.5 W
PDCH Average power in the DCH state 1.3 W
Table 2
Input parameters for EnergyBox WiFi and the values used for the evaluation. These parameters correspond to a Samsung Galaxy SII, which does not implement the PSM-TX
state.
Deﬁnition Value Unit
Parameters
Tt Timeout time for staying in PSM-TX after a transmission n.a. ms
Up  Threshold that controls the PSM to CAM transition 1 packets/s
Down Threshold that controls the CAM to PSM transition 1 packets/s
ı  Inactivity timer to switch back from CAM to PSM 200 ms
Tw Time window employed in CAM to monitor the data rate 50 ms
  Data rate threshold to compare the amount of data transmitted during Tw 3000 byte
Power parameters
PPSM Average power in the PSM state 30 mW
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inactivity timer value for each of the state demotions (DCH–FACH
and FACH–PCH/Idle).
Recall that some networks implement a low activity mecha-
nism in DCH to release the transport channel and switch to FACHPPSM-TX Average power in the PSM-TX state 
PCAM Average power in the CAM state 
PCAM-H Average power in the CAM-H state 
nstantiation of the input parameters is described in Section 5.3, and
hey are summarised in Tables 1 and 2 for 3G and WiFi, respectively.
.1. 3G model
The energy consumption of 3G is captured by a parametrised
nite state machine that simulates the inactivity timers, the RLC
uffers and a low activity mechanism in a packet-driven manner.
ig. 6(a) shows the states and the state transitions we  use in our 3G
odel, which are described next.
States: We  deﬁne 3 different states in our 3G model based on
he standard states of the RRC state machine: Idle or PCH, FACH and
CH. Since the power consumption is similar for Idle and PCH states
ompared to the power consumed in FACH and DCH, the Idle and
CH states are grouped together for simplicity and ease of conﬁgu-
ation. The power level for each state is ﬁxed, which correspond to
he average power at that state. This is a convenient simpliﬁcation
n order to obtain the power values from a power proﬁle.
Next, we describe state demotions, i.e., switching down to less
erforming states, and state promotions that refer to transitions to
 higher performance state.
State demotions: For each packet Pi in the trace and its times-amp t(Pi), we calculate i = t(Pi) − t(Pi−1) as the elapsed time
etween the packet and its predecessor. i is used to simulate
rogress in the ﬁxed inactivity timers T1 and T2: if i > T1 or i > T2,
e trigger the corresponding state transition. We  consider a singlen.a. mW
250 mW
450 mWFig. 6. Overview of the EnergyBox state machines for 3G (a) and WiFi (b).
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5. Evaluating EnergyBox accuracyE.J. Vergara et al. / Sustainable Computin
efore the inactivity timer T1 expires [59]. In order to simulate
his low activity mechanism, we deﬁne Td as the period of time
ver which the amount of data sent is monitored. We  sum the
ize of packets during Td and force the move to FACH when the
ata sent is lower than a threshold Dd. This is the same as using a
hreshold over the current bit rate that it is used in the standard
echanism.
The Fast Dormancy mechanism that the UE uses to signal the
esire to switch to a low power state before the inactivity timeout
s modelled by simply moving to PCH/Idle after a predeﬁned time.
e represent this behaviour by simply shortening the inactivity
imers in case we want to use fast dormancy. For the sake of brevity
hese transitions are not shown in Fig. 6(a).
Finally, in order to account for the signalling between states,
very state demotion has pre-deﬁned a parametrised transition
uration which is added to the inactivity timers (e.g., T1 + TDCH–FACH
nd T2 + TFACH–PCH/Idle). We  model the energy cost of the transitions
ssuming that the power during the state demotion is the same as
n the FACH state. This approach is adopted to simplify the param-
terisation instead of providing an energy cost for each transition
nd each possible signalling protocol.
State promotions: Apart from the standard Idle/PCH–FACH and
ACH–DCH promotions, our model considers the direct state pro-
otion to DCH from a patent [62] as it is shown in Fig. 6(a). Although
t is not strictly part of the 3GPP standard, we have chosen to apply
his enhancement to cover a major percentage of systems.
The state promotions are controlled by four RLC buffer thresh-
lds: two uplink (Bu1 and B
u
2) and two downlink (B
d
1 and B
d
2). When
he UE is in Idle/PCH, we use the direction of the packet Pi (uplink
r downlink) to compare its size to the corresponding threshold Bu1
nd Bd1. If the size of Pi is greater than the corresponding threshold,
he UE is moved directly to DCH. Otherwise, the UE is moved to
ACH.
The simulation of the state promotion in FACH is performed by
imulating the RLC buffer occupancy. We  simulate the current occu-
ancy C for each direction (Cu and Cd) considering the packets that
eed to be sent and the data rate of the channel. This is done as
ollows: since the size and direction (uplink or downlink) for each
acket Pi is known, C is calculated by adding the size of Pi in bytes
o the corresponding buffer. Then, when C > B2 in any direction, the
E is moved from FACH to DCH.
The data is transmitted (i.e., the buffer is emptied setting C to
) depending on the channel data rate. First, we deﬁne u
i
and d
i
s the elapsed time from the last uplink or downlink packet (in the
ame direction) which is calculated from the packet trace. Given
 and the channel data rate, the time to empty the RLC buffer (Te)
an be calculated (i.e., when the data is actually sent). Similar to
he RLC thresholds, Te also depends on the direction: Tde and T
u
e for
ownlink and uplink, respectively.
The buffer is emptied when the time to empty the buffer is
reater than the inter-packet time in the same direction: Cu = 0 if
u
e > 
u
i
for the uplink buffer, and Cd = 0 if Tde > 
d
i
for the down-
ink buffer. Our model allows to specify Te assuming constant data
ate (e.g., Te = C/512 kbps) or as a function of C based on data rate
easurements in FACH for a real network.
Similarly to the state demotions, the transition times are
arametrised (TIdle/PCH–FACH, TIdle/PCH–DCH and TFACH–DCH). We  assume
hat during that time the power consumed is the same as in the
ACH state. For the purpose of estimation this is a simplifying
hoice, which will potentially result in underestimation in some
races. However, as we will show in Section 6 the accuracy exhibited
s not signiﬁcantly affected by this choice.
Signal strength: The current 3G model does not fully consider
he impact of the RSS. The data rate is captured by the recorded
nput data trace. However, in order to fully model the impact of
SS-power level we would have to feed the EnergyBox with a tracermatics and Systems 4 (2014) 118–135 125
of received signal strength or similar indicator (e.g., Signal-to-Noise
Ratio).
This can be added to the implementation if the means of cap-
turing such traces are available. In the current state of the model,
the ﬁxed power values for the states would have to be manually
adjusted in order to calculate a more detailed estimate of energy
consumption at different RSS. However, Section 5 will demonstrate
that the accuracy is still at a high level even if the variations in power
due to RSS are ignored through using a single constant.
The strength of modelling 3G states in EnergyBox is that it is
a generic way of capturing different state machines for different
operators using one parametrised ﬁnite state machine: if an opera-
tor implements a RRC state machine where a single packet triggers
a state transition from Idle/PCH to DCH, we only have to set the Bu1
threshold to 0 bytes.
4.2. WiFi model
The WiFi mode in EnergyBox captures the adaptive PSM mech-
anisms based on the inactivity timer and the number of packets per
second. Stations switch between two  states (PSM and CAM) using
adaptive PSM, but in order to model the high data rate behaviour
of a station, we deﬁne the state machine shown in Fig. 6(b).
States: The station only wakes up for beacons in the PSM state
(i.e., no data transmission is performed in this state). The PSM-TX
state represents the transmission of packets in the PSM mode for
those station models that switch to a high power only during the
transmission interval. The station is awake in CAM when the power-
saving features are disabled.
We employ ﬁxed power levels for the PSM, PSM-TX and CAM
state, corresponding to the average power drain at each state. This
is a convenient simpliﬁcation in order to obtain the power values
from a power proﬁle. However, we have observed that the power
drain of the station increases with the throughput as it was illus-
trated in Section 3.3. This behaviour is captured by the CAM-H (CAM
high) state.
State transitions: Recall from Section 3.3 that some stations
implement packet per second thresholds (Up and Down). In PSM,
the station transitions to PSM-TX whenever there is a transmission
(Transmit in Fig. 6 (right)), but the number of packets per second
is lower than Up.  The transition time between PSM-TX and PSM
is deﬁned as a reconﬁgurable parameter named transmission time
(Tt).
In  PSM, the transition to CAM is triggered whenever the number
of packets per second is higher than the Up threshold. The packets
per second is calculated from the packet trace using the inter-
packet interval i. When the number of packets per second is less
than Down for a predeﬁned timeout time (ı), the station switches
back to PSM. We  assume that the duration for this transition is
insigniﬁcant, and thus we ignore it.
The transition between CAM and CAM-H is modelled as follows:
First, the data rate is computed from the packet trace over a short
time window Tw . The data rate is then compared to a threshold ,
and when the threshold is exceeded, the station switches to CAM-
H. When the data rate is lower than , the station switches back
to CAM. We  will see later that this two-state approximation of
the rate-based behaviour in the (standard) CAM state provides an
adequate accuracy in the evaluations.
Similarly to the 3G model, the current WiFi model does not
fully consider the impact of the signal strength from the power
consumption perspective.This section describes the evaluation methodology and the
settings employed to assess the accuracy of the EnergyBox models
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gainst physical energy measurements. Section 5.1 explains the
ethodology and evaluation metrics, Section 5.2 describes the
nput packet traces, and Section 5.3 explains the obtaining of
arameters for the EnergyBox models.
.1. General methodology
The evaluation of EnergyBox is performed against physical
nergy measurements. We  deﬁne two metrics to quantify the accu-
acy of the EnergyBox: energy accuracy and time accuracy, which
ill be described leading to Eqs. (1) and (2) below. The general
ethodology is similar for both WiFi and 3G, and follows the fol-
owing steps for calculating energy accuracy:
. A set of applications is used to create different trafﬁc patterns.
We simultaneously collect packet traces and measure the device
power trace Pd(t) for transmissions while creating trafﬁc from one
application at a time. This is done using the toolset described in
Section 3.1 statically in the same location, where there is little
signal strength variation. The power trace Pd(t) represents the
ground truth.
. EnergyBox is fed with the packet traces and outputs the inferred
states Si(t).
. EnergyBox assigns the measured device-speciﬁc handset power
levels for each state to the inferred states obtaining the inferred
power trace Pi(t). The energy consumption is computed in Joules
integrating Pi(t) over the trace duration (T). Energy accuracy
is measured by the ratio of the inferred energy consumption
over the energy consumption of the measured power trace (the
ground truth):
Energy Accuracy =
∫ T
0
Pi(t) dt
∫ T
0
Pd(t) dt
(1)
Time accuracy represents the percentage of time that the
nferred states and the measured states overlap (i.e., the higher
he measure, the greater the overlap, and therefore the better the
ccuracy over a given time interval). This is a complementary met-
ic used to study the underlying accuracy for estimating the correct
tate. Time accuracy is calculated as follows:
 From Pd(t), we compute the expected device states Sd(t) using
power level thresholds. These thresholds are obtained earlier
using measurements for a given handset.
 The states Si(t) inferred by EnergyBox are compared against the
expected device states Sd(t) and the difference over time is com-
puted. T represents the total duration of a trace and f(x, y) simply
returns 1 if the states are the same (x = y), and 0 otherwise. Time
accuracy is deﬁned as follows:
Time Accuracy =
∫ T
0
f (Si(t), Sd(t)) dt
T
(2)
.2. Evaluation packet traces
The packet traces are 5 min  long, captured with tcpdump from
he WiFi and 3G interfaces. We  demonstrate the reliability and ver-
atility of the EnergyBox by covering a wide range of data patterns
n terms of inter-packet interval, packet size and total amount of
ata transmitted created by commonly used mobile applications
s described below. Since the EnergyBox is deterministic (i.e., it
reates the same output for a given input packet trace and con-
guration parameters), each packet trace is fed only once into
nergyBox.
We chose to test several different applications with one trace
ach, similar to the approach in other current work [2,7,23].rmatics and Systems 4 (2014) 118–135
We  employed 10 different packet traces coming from different
applications for 3G and 9 for WiFi, representing a wide range of
applications. Email has periodic small data transmissions, whereas
Facebook and Web  represent bursty downloads of bigger amounts
of data. Spotify is a music streaming application that sends data in
different bursts and Stream is a constant radio stream. Skype Chat
represents instant messaging services which usually have smaller
data transmissions. Skype Call and Video are audio and video con-
ferences with some small chat messages. Finally, Youtube captures
the user watching videos online.
The packet capture process can result in packet loss in high
speed networks due to the high number of packets per second (e.g.,
10 Gbps Ethernet) [63]. In our work we  assume the captured packet
trace to be error free since the packet loss for lower data rates (e.g.,
450 Mbps) is typically low or negligible [64].
5.3. Selection of parameter values
In order to evaluate EnergyBox we instantiate the parameters of
the 3G and WiFi models as shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
The parameters for 3G model are based on using the Ericsson F3307
broadband module described in Section 3.1 connected to the Telia-
Sonera network at our location. The WiFi parameters are set based
on an instance of the Samsung Galaxy SII smartphone model. This
section describes the empirical methods employed to collect the
parameters for each model in EnergyBox.
Parameters for the 3G model: The T1 and T2 inactivity
timers of a range of real networks are available in the literature
[3,27,43,65,66] or can be obtained from a single power measure-
ment when sending a single packet (from Fig. 4) and observing the
time spent in each state. Similarly, the transition duration times
are obtained from a power measurement while sending data gen-
erated by different applications (e.g., the delay observed in Fig. 4),
or measuring the round-trip time for the different transitions send-
ing various pings in the different states. As a simpliﬁcation, a single
value is adopted for each state transition duration. Each value is set
from an average over 10 power measurements.
The RLC buffer thresholds B1 and B2 from a real network can
be acquired experimentally or from the literature. The experimen-
tal method used is as follows: For every transition and direction
(uplink/downlink), we set the device in the desired state (PCH or
FACH), send a packet with the potential triggering size and observe
the state transition on live power trace generated by a measure-
ment setup. The size of the packet is increased until the transition
takes place resulting in the threshold. Our previous work [26] pro-
poses algorithms to automatically estimate the inactivity timers
and RLC buffer thresholds.
Once the RLC buffer thresholds are known (B2), Te (uplink and
downlink) can be modelled based on data rate measurements
instead of assuming a constant data rate [27]. In order to calcu-
late Te, we deﬁne a packet of s bytes (s < B2), a packet of size b
(b < B2 < s + b so that the sum triggers the state transition), and a
short delay. We  send a packet of size s, wait the short delay and
send b.
If the buffer is emptied when the second packet arrives to the
buffer (i.e., packet s has been already sent), no state transition is
observed since s < B2 and b < B2, and thus the short delay is larger
than Te. Then, in order to estimate Te, the short delay is shorten
until the state transition occurs. If the buffer is not emptied when
the second packet arrives to the buffer (i.e., the data is still not sent),
then s + b exceeds the threshold triggering the state transition. The
procedure is repeated for different packet sizes of s.Fig. 7 shows the resulting Tue in the uplink direction increasing
s every 50 bytes (x axis). The result is different from assuming a
constant data rate. We  employ a simple linear regression over the
measured values. The Tde parameter is set as a constant to 30 ms
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signalling energy cost is the same as in the FACH state.
The source of inaccuracies for the Spotify trace are shown in
Fig. 10. EnergyBox employs a constant power level for DCH thus
not considering the slightly higher power for higher data rates. The
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s) EnergyBoxFig. 7. Measured time to empty the buffer Tue .
ince we observed that the transition to DCH occurred after this
elay independently of the packet size.
The parameters to model the low activity mechanism (Td and Dd)
an be experimentally determined. Once the UE is in DCH, it sends
ata at a constant rate, which is decreased every a seconds (a = 10
or our measurement) until the DCH to FACH transition occurs.
hen, Td and Dd can be chosen from the data rate information and
ower proﬁle.
Finally, the power values are simply obtained from the average
ower measured for each state.5 This is measured from the power
roﬁle obtained when sending a large packet (e.g., from Fig. 4).
e obtained the values in our lab environment where the received
ignal strength did not vary signiﬁcantly.
Parameters for the WiFi model: The parameter Up is obtained
y increasing the number of packets sent per second and observing
he transition to CAM in the power trace. Similar methodology can
e used for Down once the station is in the CAM state. The param-
ter ı is directly obtained from the power trace or observing the
ime interval between the NULL frames that the device sends to
he access point to describe the state change. These values are also
vailable in the literature for different devices [30,31].
We  set Up = 1 and Down = 1, which are the settings of the sta-
ions used in our measurements (Samsung Galaxy SII and the Sony
ricsson Xperia Arc). The Samsung Galaxy SII was used for the eval-
ation in Section 6 and ı was set to 220 ms  based on observation of
he power trace. The Tt parameter can be obtained by sending few
ackets of different sizes in the PSM state and observing the power
roﬁle (similar to Fig. 5). However, the device used for the evalu-
tion moves to CAM for every packet transmission, and therefore
e do not instantiate this parameter or use the PSM-TX state.
The power levels are obtained from the measured power proﬁle
hen sending few packets. We  select 30 and 250 for PSM and CAM,
espectively, based on measured average power levels at the same
ocation.
The selection of the parameters and the power level to model
he CAM-H are set as follows: First the Tw needs to be set. A short
indow is suggested (e.g., 50 ms)  to adapt to the rapidly chang-
ng data rate of WiFi stations. Then, the  threshold and the power
alue for CAM-H can be decided by sending a sequence of packets
ith different inter-packet intervals (similar to Fig. 5 (right)) and
easuring the power drain. The power drain for CAM-H should be
hosen as the average of high end of the power proﬁle observed. The
election of the power level for the CAM-H state becomes a com-
romise: a too high power value would lead to an overestimation
f consumed energy, whereas a too low value can underestimate
t.  is set to the point when the power drain signiﬁcantly increases
i.e., power at time 5 ms  in Fig. 4).
While estimation of power values for a device may  not be rep-
esentative for that device family generically, we trust that the
5 In an energy-aware ecosystem one would imagine that this is the technical data
vailable for each device.Fig. 8. Energy consumption of the measured trace and EnergyBox 3G estimation for
different traces.
selection of the values in Tables 1 and 2 do not invalidate the
tool accuracy results in Section 6: (1) the device measured parame-
ters are within the range of similar measurements performed on
devices from similar generation of devices by other researchers
[2,16,23,45], and (2) several devices from different manufacturers
(LG, Samsung, Sony Ericsson) were subjected to our tests and we
believe that any potential production dependent variations could
not have inﬂuenced the accuracy of the tool experiments in Sec-
tion 6 signiﬁcantly.
6. Evaluation results
The results from experimenting with the application traces
detailed in Section 5.2 are described ﬁrst for the 3G model, followed
by the WiFi model.
6.1. Accuracy of EnergyBox 3G
Fig. 8 shows the measured energy consumption for the different
traces (i.e., the ground truth) and the energy estimated by Energy-
Box. The average energy accuracy of EnergyBox over the different
traces is 98%.
The lowest registered energy accuracy is for the Email and Spo-
tify traces. Fig. 9 shows an example of the EnergyBox accuracy
by comparing it to the real measurements for the Email trace.
The source of inaccuracies in the Email trace is assuming that the0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
0
0.5
1
Time (seconds)
Po
w
er
 (W
Fig. 9. A fragment of a 3G measurement and EnergyBox 3G inferred output for the
Email trace.
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LC buffer simulation errors as pointed out in Fig. 10 are discussed
elow when reviewing time accuracy.
Nevertheless, the energy accuracy for both Email and Spotify
races is still quite high (96% and 94%, respectively).
Fig. 11 (left) shows the time accuracy in accordance with Eq.
2) for all the traces. The average time accuracy is 95%, meaning
hat the deduced state by the EnergyBox coincides with the actual
tate in the device in 95% of the experiment interval. Regarding
ower time accuracies (e.g., 89% for Skype Chat or 90% for Web  2),
he typical cause is that the inferred state is DCH while the real
tate is FACH. The source of this deviation is the time to empty the
uffers (Te) of the RLC buffer simulation. Even though the modelling
f this parameter is based on real measurements, the variations in
umber of active users and trafﬁc at the operator network makes
he real time to empty the buffers different from the measurement-
ased model in some instances. The Skype Chat trace has many
mall packets. These create many switches in the RLC data buffer
imulation. However, the accuracy is still close to 90%.
.2. Accuracy of EnergyBox WiFi
The average energy accuracy of EnergyBox over the different
races for WiFi is 98%. Fig. 12 shows the measured energy con-
umption for the different traces (the ground truth) and the energy
onsumption estimated by EnergyBox.
The lowest accuracy is for Youtube (95%). The differences can be
raced to traces with higher data rates (e.g., Youtube and Stream).
ur two-state abstraction of rising power for higher data rates with
he ﬁxed power level for CAM-H does not fully cover the actual
ower drain with the chosen ﬁxed value associated with CAM-H.
owever, the discrepancy is still relatively small.
Detailed study of the contribution of the CAM-H abstraction
eveals that this state contributes with 14% increase in accuracy on
verage over all the traces. As expected, the contribution is higher
Fig. 11. 3G time accuracy for all the traces (left) and time spentFig. 12. Energy consumption of the measured trace and EnergyBox WiFi estimation
for  different traces.
in high data rate traces such as Youtube (29% increase) compared
to traces with low data rate like Email (0.2% increase).
Fig. 13 (left) shows the time accuracy for all the traces (note
that y axis starts at 80%). Since the adaptive PSM in the Samsung
Galaxy SII differentiates only two states (PSM and CAM), we per-
form the time accuracy evaluation of the EnergyBox WiFi using the
two basic states of our WiFi state machine. The average time accu-
racy is 99%. The few discrepancies are originated from the value
given to ı, which makes the switch from CAM to PSM somewhat
earlier than in the real states.
Fig. 13 (right) shows the time spent in each state for the traces
with the lowest time accuracy. The discrepancies are very small.
To summarise, the above comparisons provide evidence that
EnergyBox is an accurate tool for estimating energy and device state
information for a wide range of real traces.
7. Use case: location sharing applications
Location sharing services are provided by applications integrat-
ing geographic location with services, such as navigation systems,
sports trackers or business information delivery. There are count-
less applications and services that support the user for sharing their
location data with other users (e.g., Foursquare, Google Latitude or
Gowalla), also referred to location sharing applications (LSAs).
The location data is often shared over cellular networks, and
earlier studies have shown that the use of a mobile device’s battery
for frequent transmissions of position data in a LSA can be more
expensive than the energy spent on location retrieval itself [45].
This is in part due to energy-agnostic application development and
in part dependent on the choice of protocols.
 by the UE in each state for Skype Chat and Web  2 (right).
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While the previous works in location-based services focused on
ow to reduce the energy consumption, the aim of this section is
o demonstrate the convenience of using EnergyBox as an anal-
sis tool when exploring a design space. In this study we  isolate
he energy overhead for location sharing which arises due to the
ellular network data transmission regime. The use case focuses
n the protocol and data format impact by using the EnergyBox to
stimate the transmission cost of sharing the location.
Fig. 14 shows an overview of data ﬂow for a typical LSA. In
his mobile scenario EnergyBox facilitates the energy consumption
valuation by simply collecting the transmission traces in the client
martphone with no additional equipment, where the portability of
he physical measurement equipment and isolating the data trans-
issions from the rest of the energy consumption would have been
n obstacle.
To explore the inﬂuence of potential protocols for location shar-
ng on energy consumption, we compare two different approaches.
hese represent two potential options for a developer while devel-
ping an application. The selection of the protocols is not critical
ince the aim of the study is to show the practicality of EnergyBox.
We select the lightweight Message Queuing Telemetry Trans-
ort protocol (MQTT) as an application layer protocol on top of
he 3G cellular communication. The MQTT protocol is a simple
ublish–subscribe messaging protocol designed for machine-to-
achine (M2M)  or “Internet of Things” contexts, e.g., constrained
evices used in telemetry applications [67]. The messages are sent
n a push-oriented manner, similar to other technologies such as
oogle Cloud Messaging, Apple Push Notiﬁcation Service or cloud
ush notiﬁcation services (e.g., Pushapp).We also select the standard Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
s one of the most common client–server protocols. HTTP or newer
rotocols such as Bidirectional-streams Over Synchronous HTTP
ig. 14. Overview of the data ﬂow in a location-sharing service based on cellular
3G) communication.t by the station in each state for Web  and Spotify (right).
(BOSH) or WebSockets can be used in different ways in order to
achieve bi-directional communication (e.g., HTTP server push or
private push services). However, we choose the standard form of
HTTP for its pull-oriented nature.
7.1. Scenario setup
Since current location sharing applications are closed systems
(products), we develop a prototype test application designed to
share location information among different users connected to
Internet via a UMTS network. The LSA consists of a client side and a
server side that can communicate with the two  different protocols
representing design options. TCP is used as transport layer protocol
for both techniques. The server side simulates location updates of
the friends of the user.
• HTTP technique:  Since HTTP functions as a request–response pro-
tocol using the client–server paradigm, the client polls the server
in order to retrieve other clients’ location information updates. A
text-encoded location object is sent between the client and the
server.
• MQTT technique:  The publish/subscribe paradigm implemented
by MQTT is used as an alternative protocol for location sharing
services. The location data is a text-encoded object sent between
the publisher/subscriber and the MQTT broker. The broker is a
piece of software in the server side that matches publisher mes-
sages to subscribers.
Client–server side interaction:  In the client side implemented
in the mobile device, the GPS location provider creates an event
roughly once every second while the device is moving. The shar-
ing period can be chosen independently from the location provider
update period, that can depend on current application require-
ments such as accuracy or energy efﬁciency [45]. The location
sharing update period is denoted by T.
Since the HTTP technique polls the server to retrieve users’ loca-
tion updates, the locations are sent in batches. The MQTT broker
forwards the published updates to the subscribers as soon as they
reach the broker.
User simulator: It simulates the location sharing activity of any
number of (other) users in our experimental evaluation. The sim-
ulator is designed to mimic  the behaviour of users constantly
moving, i.e., updating their position periodically once every T.
Location data and encoding: We  selected a subset of the values
provided by the Android location object based on the study of the
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Since the HTTP transmissions do not contain any location data,Update period (seconds)
Fig. 15. Amount of data trafﬁc and energy consum
PI of a popular application,6 and included time, latitude, longitude,
peed, accuracy, altitude and bearing in our location object. Since
he data encoding inﬂuences the data pattern in terms of packet
ize, we also consider different data encoding formats in our study.
avaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a text-based human-readable
ormat used as de facto standard for mobile-based applications.
In the search of more compact formats, we also encoded
he location data in Base64 Content-Transfer-Encoding format
base64). Base64 is a format designed to represent arbitrary
equences of octets in a text-based non-human readable form. The
izes of the different types of formats are 154 and 61 bytes for JSON
nd base64, respectively.
.2. Methodology
This section describes our methodology using EnergyBox as an
nergy estimation tool. The LSA architecture was used varying the
umber of users in the system (different network load), location
haring update interval (T), and data encoding. Analysis of the
nergy consumption, assisted by EnergyBox, allows exploration of
he design space for reducing the energy footprint of a LSA.
We  perform our experimental study by using an Android smart-
hone (LG P990) with a GPS receiver as a UE connected to a
G network of the TeliaSonera operator in Sweden. The experi-
ents are emulating real user location traces, performed walking
utdoors while carrying the smartphone with GPS signal over a
redeﬁned path at the university campus. The idle experiments
ere performed indoors where no GPS signal is available and the
martphone is stationary to avoid location updates. We  simulate
 number of users with whom the client shares location updates
sing the user simulator placed in the server or broker for HTTP
nd MQTT, respectively. The length of each experiment is 10 min.
n iptables based ﬁrewall is employed to allow only the trafﬁc
reated by the LSA. We  capture the data trafﬁc of the LSA using
cpdump in the smartphone, which is later used to quantify the
nergy consumption using EnergyBox.
LSA settings: The location sharing update interval (T) is increased
n multiples of 15 s (15, 30, 45 and 60 s) to study the impact of the
pdate frequency on the data trafﬁc and energy consumption. In
rder to study the impact of higher trafﬁc load, the number of simu-
ated users (active friends sharing their location data) in the system
s set to 0, 3, 6 or 9. The settings for the data encoding formats are
peciﬁed for each experiment.
Networking energy consumption: The transmission energy con-
umption is calculated from the collected traces using the
6 Google Latitude API.Update period (seconds)
 for HTTP and MQTT techniques in the idle state.
EnergyBox. In order to calculate the energy consumption of the
collected traces, we set the 3G network settings shown in Table 1,
that correspond to the operator TeliaSonera measured in our local
(experiment) area as in the evaluation in Section 5.
The UE power values for the different RRC states are based on
earlier measurements: DCH = 800 mW,  FACH = 460 mW.7 We  set
PCH = 0 W in order to quantify only the energy spent in location
sharing data transmissions. Since EnergyBox provides repeatable
estimations for a given packet trace, we  can conveniently run each
packet trace only once.
Evaluation metrics: We  employ the percentage of time spent by
the UE in different RRC states over each experiment time, and the
total energy consumption (Joules) as evaluation metrics. We  also
study the total amount of data sent over the experiment.
7.3. MQTT technique vs. HTTP technique
In this section we compare the HTTP and the MQTT techniques
using the same data format (JSON), update period and number of
simulated users. We  differentiate the idle state (no location updates
by any of the users in the system) from the active state.
Idle state: The UE may  spend signiﬁcant part of its time in idle
state between aperiodic or infrequent location sharing updates
(e.g., check-in mode or infrequent events). Fig. 15 shows the energy
consumption and amount of data trafﬁc generated by the HTTP
and MQTT techniques in the idle state, where no location data is
exchanged.
As expected, the HTTP (pull) technique creates more trafﬁc than
the MQTT (push) technique. The update period T strongly inﬂu-
ences the data trafﬁc for HTTP, which gradually decreases when
increasing T. The main beneﬁt of the publish–subscribe paradigm
employed by MQTT is that the broker can send a location sharing
update whenever it happens without polling the server, irrespec-
tive of the update period.
Fig. 15 also illustrates that the HTTP technique consumes more
energy than the MQTT technique. The HTTP client needs to poll
the server even when no new location data is available lead-
ing to energy waste. The longer the update period T, the smaller
the energy consumption becomes. However, the delay between
the users’ location updates and the reception of them becomes
greater.the data only triggers the FACH state and makes the UE  consume
one energy tail. The energy consumption of MQTT is constant. The
7 The evaluation values in Section 5 are for the 3G modem, whereas these are for
a  smartphone.
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Fig. 16. Amount of data trafﬁc for the
E only switches to FACH for the connection establishment and
hen spends the rest of the experiment in PCH.
Active state: In the idle state experiments the energy was  mostly
onsumed by polling or preparedness to send. We  now study the
ehaviour of HTTP and MQTT when actual location data is transmit-
ed. The goal of the experiments is to understand the operational
eeds of the application so that the most energy efﬁcient protocol
an be chosen by the service developer according to the require-
ents. We  vary the update period T and the number of simulated
sers that the client shares location data with, i.e., the load in the
ystem. The case of 0 simulated users represents when the client
pdates its own location, sharing with no friends.
Fig. 16 shows the amount of data transmitted. We  split the
esults into two ﬁgures for readability. Fig. 16 (left) shows that
hen the number of users is low MQTT generates lower trafﬁc load
ompared to HTTP, independently of the update period. The small
verhead of the MQTT protocol is the main differentiating factor
or low number of users. A single location update performed by the
lient consists on average of 421 bytes and 1159 bytes, for using
QTT and HTTP, respectively.
Fig. 16 (right) shows that the MQTT and HTTP techniques gen-
rate similar amounts of trafﬁc when the number of users is 6.
omewhat surprisingly, the MQTT technique creates more traf-
c for 9 users compared to HTTP. HTTP retrieves all the location
pdates in bundles every update period, whereas the MQTT pub-
ish/subscribe updates are transmitted whenever they happen.
ending the updates in small packets separately increases the
rotocol data overhead. For example, the many small packet trans-
issions of MQTT result in a the total TCP overhead of 23% for the
ase with 9 users and an update period of 15 s, whereas it is only
% for the HTTP technique as a result of bundling the updates.
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Fig. 17. Empirical CDF of packet size and inter-packet interUpdate period (seconds)
 and MQTT techniques in active state.
Fig. 17 shows the packet size and inter-packet interval (IPI) dis-
tributions for the case with 9 users and an update period of 15 s.
Even with the same data encoding, the packet size for the MQTT
technique is smaller as it is shown in empirical cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF) of the packet size in Fig. 17 (left). Fig. 17
(right) shows that the IPI is typically shorter for HTTP. Most of
the packet transmissions of the HTTP technique are bursty trans-
missions involving acknowledgements with short IPIs, whereas for
MQTT the packet transmissions are more sparse. The other factors
that impact the empirical CDF of HTTP are the PCH–DCH transition
delay and the update interval T. Note that the MQTT technique is not
affected by the PCH–DCH transition delay since the transmissions
are mostly performed in FACH (the PCH–FACH transition delay is
much shorter than the PCH–DCH transition delay).
The transmission energy footprint for the HTTP and MQTT
techniques is shown in Fig. 18. For HTTP, we show the energy con-
sumption when only the user uploads her location data (0 users)
and the average when there are more users in the system. The
energy consumption of HTTP is approximately the same for 3, 6
and 9 users, and therefore we  only show the average value to
compare with MQTT (see “HTTP – with users” in Fig. 18). Since
the amount of data transmitted every update period using HTTP is
always greater than the PCH–DCH RLC buffer threshold, the UE is
moved to DCH. Hence, the number of energy tails caused by the
inactivity timers dominate the energy consumption. Therefore, the
longer the update period the lower the energy consumption.
For 0 users (when only the client updates it own location regu-
larly), the energy consumption of the HTTP and MQTT techniques
are similar. Fig. 18 shows that the MQTT technique is more energy-
efﬁcient for shorter update periods when the number of users is 3.
When the update period is greater than 3 users, the HTTP technique
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val of HTTP and MQTT (9 users and T = 15 s scenario).
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onsumes less than the MQTT technique since it shares the location
ith all the users once every T. The HTTP technique becomes more
fﬁcient when the number of users increases (6 and 9). The reason
s that HTTP transmits all the data in a single burst (pulling nature),
t the cost of location sharing delay (every T).
Fig. 19 shows the fraction of time spent by the UE in the different
RC states over the total experiment time. Both techniques have a
imilar radio resource utilisation with 0 users. The UE performs
ransmissions mostly in FACH, leading to the FACH energy tail after
very update. When the client employs the HTTP technique with
ore users in the system, the transmissions are performed in DCH
nd the UE experiences the overhead of the DCH and FACH energy
ails. Instead, the MQTT technique makes an efﬁcient use of the
ACH channel due to its low overhead while there are few users (3
ser case). However, when the number of updates is increased, the
ACH occupation is increased as well (6 and 9 users). The higher
olume of location updates forces the UE to move to DCH using the
QTT technique.
The above charts demonstrate the usefulness of EnergyBox to
erform efﬁcient energy studies for location sharing services. Ener-
yBox facilitates the choice of protocols for applications by easily
uantifying the energy consumption. The results show that the
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low protocol overhead and the publish–subscribe nature of MQTT
makes the MQTT technique more energy efﬁcient in idle state and
when the number of users is low. When the load is increased, the
HTTP technique takes advantage of aggregating all the location
updates in a single burst being more energy-efﬁcient. However,
this comes at the cost of delaying the reception of the updates at
the client side.
Given the application usage (e.g., number of expected users or
expected update period) the choice by developer of the service can
greatly reduce the energy consumption at the user-end. According
to our results, selecting an inappropriate technique can increase
the energy consumption of the application by up to 112% (the case
of 9 users in MQTT compared to HTTP). Systematically studying
the energy consumption with EnergyBox may  open up for avoiding
such energy waste.
7.4. Data encoding impact on energy consumption
Earlier, we  stipulated that transmission energy of an application
is greatly dependent on the data pattern. We now return to the data
pattern in terms of packet sizes in the context of the LSA. The data
encoding format impacts the size of the payload, and therefore the
data pattern in terms of packet size. We now quantify the bene-
ﬁt of using a compact data encoding format (base64) for the HTTP
technique over the standard verbose format (JSON). The compar-
ison is performed using the scenario with 3 users, emulating the
case where the client is to be notiﬁed of three friends locations
continuously.
Fig. 20 (left) shows the energy consumption for both data for-
mats. The energy consumption of HTTP is signiﬁcantly reduced
when using a more compact format. The location sharing is per-
formed in a single burst of packets in both cases. However, the
reduced size of payload stops the UE from moving to DCH (Fig. 20
(right)), whereas the data transmissions of HTTP with JSON are per-
formed in DCH (Fig. 20 (centre)). A single big packet is enough to
trigger the FACH–DCH state transition based on the settings of the
RLC thresholds, which leads to the DCH and FACH energy tails.
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The results obtained with the EnergyBox show that the energy
onsumption can be reduced by 16–50% by using a compact data
ncoding format at the cost of losing human readability.
. Conclusion and future work
Designing energy-efﬁcient solutions for wireless networks
tarts by energy awareness. EnergyBox is a step forward in eval-
ating energy consumption for data transmissions at the device
nd. Our contribution makes the energy footprint of the network
nterface explicit, and presents a tool that provides accurate energy
onsumption values given packet traces as input. EnergyBox targets
he currently most widespread wireless interfaces (3G and WiFi)
nd captures the parameters inﬂuencing the energy consumption
ost. These parameters are captured within parametrised state
achines and can be modularly set for different operators.
The use case demonstrates how EnergyBox conveniently facil-
tates energy estimation in a common application area namely
ocation sharing services where physical measurements while
oving are not practical. We  illustrated that the push-oriented
QTT technique is the energy-efﬁcient option when the number
f users and the sharing interval is low, whereas for high number
f users a pull-oriented HTTP technique becomes a more efﬁ-
ient option at the cost of sharing delay. The current study can be
xtended comparing MQTT to other techniques such as WebSock-
ts.
A major objective of EnergyBox is to quantify the impact of the
ata pattern on the transmission energy. Including the impact of the
ignal strength and extending the ﬁxed power levels at each state
s left as an extension. This would enable to studying the impact of
ynamically changing radio environment while transmitting the
ata. Adding dynamic power levels to the most consuming states
e.g., based on inter-packet interval or data rate) could improve the
ccuracy, at the cost of complexity for the user of the tool when
onﬁguring for the scenario.
Even though EnergyBox is provided with values for some real
etworks and devices, deﬁning a pool of possible real scenarios
worldwide) could help to analyse the best and worst energy con-
umption results. We  welcome the use of our proposed tool by
ther researchers and practitioners. Automating the extraction of
etwork and device model parameters is also an interesting future
ork that can simplify the usage of EnergyBox.
Finally, extending EnergyBox towards other wireless interfacesuch as the fourth generation cellular network (LTE) and Bluetooth
s a direction. Already in its current state EnergyBox is found to be
 valuable research instrument in studying the energy consump-
ion in different networking scenarios. It has substantially aided
[
[iod (seconds) Update period (seconds)
t RRC states for different data encodings (right).
efﬁcient energy-related studies by emulating different parameter
setups and replacing energy measurements in our current research.
By providing our code to the research and development commu-
nity we  offer a simple to conﬁgure but still powerful approach to
perform accurate data transmission energy measurement studies.
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